
Portugal Open Jiu-Jitsu GI 25/26 May 2024
Venue: Viseu, Portugal (to be confirmed)
Day 25-26 May - Children and Juveniles - Adults and Masters
Time: 09:00 am
Fight start time: 09:30 am

Registration fees:

Black belt Until 31 May 2024 free

CATEGORY DEADLINE First Batch Gi

Kids Until 31 May 2024 35€

Juvenile Until 31 May 2024 40€

Adulto/Master Until 31 May 2024 50€

CATEGORY DEADLINE Second Batch Gi

Kids Until 20 May 2024 50€

Juvenile Until 20 May 2024 70€

Adulto/Master Until 20 May 2024 80€

* Children from 6 years old - Kid 2

Period for editing the entry by the athlete:
(editing is done by the athlete in their personal area):
From the moment of their enrolment.

Registration editing period by the teacher:
(editing is done by the athlete themselves): Until 23:59 on 21 May 2024.

Entry editing period for athletes who are alone in categories:
(editing is done by the teacher or by the athlete themselves) Until 23:59 on 21 May 2024.

Date of final check by athletes and/or teachers:
By 6pm on 22 May 2024.

Date of publication of the tournament schedule:
Until 23:59 on 23 May 2024.

Date of publication of the official tournament brackets:
No later than 23:59 on 24 May 2024.



WARNING:
No changes to the lists will be allowed after the date on which the tournament brackets are posted.

AGE CATEGORY AND ABSOLUTE

Athletes who come 1st, 2nd or 3rd in their categories can enter the Absolute.

In the blue belt youth category there will be two absolute categories;

Cash prizes for Absolute must have a minimum of 10 athletes.

Blue Youth/Male and Female = €200

White Belt/Male and Female/Adult = 300€

Blue Belt/Male and Female Adult = 400€

Purple Belt/Male and Female Adult = €500

Brown Belt/Male and Female Adult = 600€

Black Belt/Male and Female Adult = €800

How to register?
Athletes must register at the Absolute registration desk. Registration must be done upon receipt of the medal
and after the center table call. There will be an entry deadline for adult black belts, which will be included in
the event schedule. Athletes will not be able to register after their category has closed.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
- Athletes must be ready to compete in the warm-up area at least 30 minutes before the time scheduled
for their category on the timetable.
- It is compulsory to be accompanied by an official identity document throughout the event.
- The official weight measurement for this event is KILOGRAM.
- This event is governed by the official SJJIF weight chart for events with and without a gi.

Refund policy:

The entry fee is non-refundable.

Exception: Athletes who are alone in their categories are eligible for a full refund if they contact the FJJP and

ask for their name to be withdrawn from the competition.

This request by email must be made by the final check-in time for the event.

Others:

- Athletes who place 1st, 2nd or 3rd will receive a medal. Medals are handed out on the event podium.

- Each academy can only have 2 athletes per category (per academy/age group). If an academy has more

than two athletes registered per category, their teacher must make the correction by the teachers' correction

deadline so that different teams (A, B) can be created for the same academy. This rule does not prevent the

athlete from registering for the event.



- Any false information given during registration, such as date of birth or any other, may lead to immediate

disqualification. These actions are subject to suspension or even permanent exclusion from future SJJP

events.

- If you are alone in your bracket, you can contact us up until the day of the general check and request a

change to your entry. The FJJP does not guarantee that the division you move to will have any athletes on the

day of the competition.

- We try to accommodate as many athletes as possible at our events, but there is a limit of athletes to

guarantee a good quality event.

- The FJJP reserves the right to close registration when maximum capacity is reached or on the closing date,

whichever comes first.

- It is the responsibility of each athlete to be aware of the rules of the event.

- We strongly recommend that athletes complete their registration before making any travel arrangements.

- Before each fight, the athlete must present an official photo ID to the coordinator

Disclaimer:

1. I understand that enrolment fees are absolutely non-refundable.

2. I understand that participants and/or guardians are responsible, For check-in when their divisions are called by
the tournament directors.

3. I understand that divisions and weight classes are subject to change.

4. I understand the rules of the event and agree to abide by these rules.

5. I understand the risk of competing in this form of Martial Arts competition.

6. And I recognise that participation in this competition may result in injury to a participant.

7. I waive any claim for damages from the Event Organiser, or any of its officers, agents, employees or any
individual connected with the organisation and expressly assume all risks of any nature resulting from
participation.

8. Furthermore, I am fully aware of my personal medical conditions and certify that I am mentally and Physically
fit to compete in the martial arts tournament.

9. I waive any compensation for use of photos, videotapes and media Coverage, statements, interviews, etc.,
used by those producing or directing this event at any time. I agree to ANY filming taken at the Event for
commercial purposes without the written consent of Copa Europa.

10. I have read the above rules and resolution and agree to all its terms.




